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1 INTRODUCTION
(This document contains lots of sentences in italics and with brackets around them. These tell you what to 
do, but they can be deleted when you have completed the workbook and before you print your final version)

Language name: Gabadi/Abadi [kbt]

Classification: Austronesian, Oceanic, Papuan Tip, Central Papuan, West Central Papuan, Gabadi.

Location of Language Group: Bereina/ Kairuku, along the Hiritano Highway, Central Province.

Dialect represented in this description: Koupuana village.

Names of contributors: Morea Oa and Ma`oni Paul.

Period during which this information was collected: 23 October- 20 November 2013

Location where most data has been collected:   Ukarumpa, EHP

Texts used to help produce this description: The information in this paper is based on texts and examples 
collected during the Discover Your Language course. Several texts were recorded and then typed up. A few 
examples are at the end of this paper.

2 WRITING SYSTEM AND SOUNDS
Alphabetical list: a b d e g i k m n o p r s t u v  ‘ [glottal stop]

Consonants: b d g k m n p r s t v  ‘

Vowels: a e i o u

Abbreviations:  1 'first person', 2, 'second person'. 3 'third person', sg 'singular', pl 'plural', inc 'inclusive', exc 
' exclusive', poss 'possessive' SM 'Subject marker, OM 'Object marker, Pr 'Present tense, Fut 'Future tense, 
IRR ' Irrealis', Real 'Realis', 

3 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES

3.1 Pronouns and Possessive Suffixes
Our pronouns are shown in the charts below.

3.1.1 Normal Pronouns
Normal pronouns are words like I, you and they, which stand in place of other noun phrases.

1st person (1) = the speaker. English I, we

2nd person (2) = the listener. English you

3rd person (3) = neither the speaker nor the listener. English he/she/it/they

Singular (sg) = just one person/thing. English I/he/she/it

Plural (pl) = more than one. English we/they



1st person exclusive (1 exc) = the speaker and some other people, but not the listener. Tok Pisin mipela.

1st person  inclusive (1 inc) = the speaker and the listener (and maybe other people too). Tok Pisin yumi.

Normal pronoun English / Tok Pisin 
equivalent

singular 1st person nana I

2nd person onina you

3rd person iana he, she ,it

dual 1st person 
inclusive

isada rua we/ yumitupela

1st person 
exclusive

naida rua we/  mitupela

2nd person uida rua you /  yutupela

3rd person iada rua they /  tupela

plural 1st person 
inclusive

isada we / yumi

1st person 
exclusive

naida we / mipela

2nd person uida you / yupela

3rd person iada they

 The dual form of the pronouns are formed by putting the word rua ‘two’ on the plural pronouns.  

1 nana da aisa'aku
I not 1sg.know.
‘I don't know.’

2 naida da isa`aku.
we.exc not 1pl.know

 ‘We don't know.’

3. uida  rua da uisa’aku
you.pl two not 2pl.know
‘You two don’t know.’

Some languages have different pronouns for the subject and object of the sentence. In English, I is used for 
the first person singular subject pronoun, and me is the first person singular object pronoun.  Our language 
does not have different pronouns for subjects and objects.



3.1.2 Possessive Pronouns
Possessive 
pronoun

English / Tok Pisin 
equivalent

singular 1st person e`u/e`una My/ mine

2nd person emu/emuna Your/Yours

3rd person ena/enana his, her ,its

dual 1st person 
inclusive

egada rua our two/ bilong 
yumitupela

1st person 
exclusive

emaida rua our two/ bilong 
mitupela

2nd person emuida rua your two / bilong 
yutupela

3rd person edada rua their two/ bilong tupelo

plural 1st person 
inclusive

ega/egada our / bilong yumi

1st person 
exclusive

emai/emaida our / bilong mipela

2nd person emui/emuida your / bilong yupela

3rd person eda/edada their

The dual form of the possessive pronouns are formed by putting word rua ‘two’on the possessive plural 
pronoun. 

 The first forms in the list above in the singular (e’u-, emu-, ena-) and plural (ega-, emai-, emui-, eda-) are 
the forms used when stating ‘my, your ,his, our (inclusive), our (exclusive), your (pl) and theirs’ possession, 
e.g  e’uboromana    ‘my pig’.  The second form is used answering the question ‘Whose pig is this?.  E’una  
‘Mine.’

4. Boromada              a`aedada                a’ada                          edada    
pig.pl those belongs 3PL.poss
‘Those pigs are theirs.  

5. Eda boromada
3pl.poss. pig.pl
‘their pigs.

As you can see the first possessive pronoun occurs before the noun and the second form occurs after the 
noun as a part of the clause.  



3.1.3 Possessive Suffixes
A possessive suffix is a part at the end of a word showing whose it is. These are often used with words for 
family relationships or body parts (such as ear, eye, brother or father), rather than using a separate word.

These are some examples of words with possessive suffixes in our language:

maka`una ‘my eye’

aidamuna ‘your mother’

agenana ‘his mouth’

kainadada ‘their ears’

This table shows our possessive suffixes:

Possessive suffix Word with possessive 
suffix

English / Tok Pisin 
equivalent

singular 1st person -‘una Kadi`una ‘my little brother’

2nd person -muna Kadimuna ‘your little brother’

3rd person -nana Kadinana ‘His/ her little brother’

plural 1st person 
inclusive

-gana kadi  gana  ‘Our (incl) little brother’

1st person 
exclusive

-maina kadi  maina  ‘Our(excl’) little brother’

2nd person -muna kadi  muna  Your little brother’

3rd person -dada kadi  dada  ‘Their little brother’

The kinds of words that use possessive suffixes in our language are family members, body parts, and things 
we wear.

3.1.4 Reflexive Pronouns
Reflexive pronouns are words like myself and himself. They are used when the actor and patient refer to 
the same person.

Reflexive 
pronoun

English / Tok Pisin 
equivalent

singular 1st person sibo`u myself

2nd person sibomu yourself



3rd person sibona himself, herself ,itself

plural 1st person 
inclusive

siboga ourselves / yumi yet

1st person 
exclusive

sibomai ourselves / mipela yet

2nd person sibomui yourselves / yupela yet

3rd person siboda themselves / ol yet

The reflexive pronouns are formed by using the reflexive stem sibo with a suffix that marks person and 
number.  The dual reflexive pronouns add an additional word rua ‘two’ to the plural reflexive pronoun.

Example sentences using reflexive pronouns:

6.  sibo`u akarai`u
 self.1sg 1sgSM.hit.1sgOM
 I hit myself.

7. siboga rua kakaraiga
self.1pl.incl two 1plIncSM.hit.1plIncOM
’We hit ourselves.’

8. siboda gekaraida
self.3pl 3plSM.hit.3plOM
’They hit themselves.’

3.1.6 Translation Issues for Pronouns
When we see possessive pronouns we are going to think about how we use them in our language and make 
sure they are communicating the same thing.  Because our language uses some dual pronouns we will need 
to look at the meaning of the text we are translating from to see whether it is referring to dual or plural.  



3.2 Nouns

3.2.1 Singular and Plural Nouns
Some examples of singular and plural nouns:

Gabadi English

Singular baibaina snake

rumana house

vagarana step

gere`ana road

kaiana knife

plural baibaida snakes

rumada houses

vagarada steps

gere`ada roads

kaiada knives

urameda boys

Every noun has a suffix, “-na” is used for singular nouns and “-da” is used for plural.

3.2.3 Translation Issues for Singular and Plural Nouns
When we look at the text we are translating from we need to make sure to see if the nouns are singular or 
plural to know which suffix to add in our translation.

3.3 Adjectives

3.3.1 Normal Adjectives
Adjectives are words which describe a noun. Adjectives might describe the size, shape and colour of 
something, the age or feelings of a person, or the appearance of a place.

Some English Adjectives are: big, small, round, square, triangular, red, blue, green, tall, short, young, old, 
happy, sad, stressed, relaxed, rocky, wet, dry, hot and cold. There are many more!

Some examples of adjectives in our language:



Gabadi English

mara`i small

kome`a large, big

paira red

avai old

makamaka new

It is possible to use more than one adjective to describe a noun.  In the following example there are four 
adjectives that describe the noun, “pig.”

9 boromana   miro mava kome`a siarau
a.pig dirty long big wild

 ‘a big dirty long wild pig’

In English, words like very and a bit can be used to describe the strength of an adjective. For example a 
book may be very interesting or a child may be a bit small. It talks about the degree

Gabadi English

-gaga very

-vere most

The following sentence is an example of how these intensifiers can be used in our language.  The suffix “-
gaga” has been added to the adjectives in the previous example to show intensity.

10 boromana mirogaga mavagaga kome`agaga siarauvere
pig.a dirty.very long.very big.very wild.most
‘a very big, very dirty, very long, wildest pig’

3.3.2 Comparatives
In English, the size, shape or quality of things can be compared by using the marker –er on adjectives, or by 
using the word more with other adjectives. For example, Your dog is bigger than mine, he is more careful 
than I am.

In order to say something is bigger or smaller than another thing the suffix -vere, which means ‘most’ is 
used on the appropriate adjective as shown in the example below.  

11 E`u rumana kome`avere be onina emuna .
my house.one big.most than you.sg 2sg.poss.sg
‘My house is bigger than yours.’



In English we can say that something is better than all other examples by using the marker –est at the end 
of an adjective, or by using the word most. For example, she is the most beautiful woman, Everest is the 
tallest     mountain.

In order to say something is the most or best it is necessary to use the context of the sentence.  The same 
suffix “-vere,” which means “most,” is used as the comparative, but because the context of the sentence 
refers to all of the others it is being used as the superlative.  This is shown in the example below.

12 Ena robana mara`ivere be uida emuida .
his garden.a small.most than you.pl yours.pl
His garden is smaller than all of yours.

3.3.3 Translation Issues for Adjectives
When using comparatives or superlatives it will be important to look at and use the context to make the 
meaning the same as the text that we are translating from.

3.4 Numerals and Number-Marking

3.4.1 Traditional Counting System
This is our traditional counting system:

Number Gabadi English meaning 

1 kapea one

2 rua two

3 koi three

4 vani four

5 ima five

6 karakoi two 3s

7 Isu/ karakoi kapea two 3s + 1

8 karavani two 4s

9 Karavani kapea two 4s+1

10 ouka one bundle (10 in a bundle)

11 ouka kapea ten+one

12 ouka rua ten+two

13 ouka koi ten+three

14 ouka vani ten+four

15 ouka ima ten+five

16 ouka karakoi ten+three+three



17 ouka karakoi kapea ten+three+three+one

18 ouka karavani ten+four+four

19 ouka karavani kapea ten+four+four+one

20 rua avui Two heaps of 10

30 koi avui Three heaps of 10

40 vani avui Four heaps of 10

50 ima avui Five heaps of 10

60 karakoi avui Six heaps of 10

70 isu avui Seven heaps of 10

80 karavani avui Eight heaps of 10

90 karavani avui ouka Nine heaps of 10

100 boubou Ten heaps of 10

We usually use our traditional numbers for the following numbers: <1-5> For other numbers we use  
English.

Numbers usually come after the main noun.

13. boromada koi
pig.pl three
‘three pigs’

3.4.2 Other Quantity Words
Quantifiers are words like some, many, all, or a few in English, which do not tell us a specific number, but 
rather a general quantity.

Gabadi English

iboudadai all

 vaida few

ira`u many

avaru`a some



14. Kauda iboudadai gegana gevaiaku a`adad
people all of them they.went they.fight the ones

iboudadai gemai ko vaida gebero .
all of them they.came but some they.injure

‘All of those people who went fighting returned but some were injured.’

15. Vavineda iboudadai gegana goarena
woman.pl all of them they.went bush.to

 ‘All the woman went to the bush.’

16. Kaka auda agedada gevado`o.
each. of. them wood bundles they.tie

 ‘Each one of them tied up bundle of wood.’

3.4.3 Ordinal Numbers
Ordinal numbers are used to show the order in a group of items, like first, second, third in English.

This is how we would translate some ordinal numbers into our language:

Gabadi English

una`una first

ivarua second

ivakoi third

ivavani fourth

ivaima fifth

ivakarakoi sixth

The prefix iva in the ordinal number starting from second onwards is talking about its placing. But not in the 
first person which is “una`una.”

We can also notice that starting from the first place e.g., una`una’ and onwards has a suffix “nana”  and 
“nanai.” The suffix “nana” is used referring to noun that is singular, and also changes to “dada” which 
refers to nouns that are plural. Below are bold examples of the suffix “nana” and “dada”

17. Aneruna ivakarakoinana ena kaurena evirina .
Angel.one sixth.one his trumpet.one he.blow
‘ The sixth angle blew his trumpet.’

18.   Kauda ivakoidada eda abada       gekaraida a`ada kaudada ouka
      men.pl third.pl their drums       they.beat are .man.pl ten
      ‘The third people who beat their kundu drums are ten of them.’



The suffix “nanai” is usually talking about ordinal for locations like ‘in,’ ‘at,’ ‘from.’ It can also be “by.” This 
is used for ordinal instrument. See the examples below.

19. Asina ivakoinanai amai.
canoe.one third. I.came
I came by the third canoe.

20. Aneruna ivakarakoinana ena kaurena evirina
Angle.one sixth.one his trumpet.one he.blow
’The sixth angel blew his trumpet.’  Rev. 9:13

‘The suffix nanai below in Example 21) is talking about the time.

21. Avanada ivakoinanai emai.
time.his third. he,came
’He came the third time.’  Mark 14:41

22. Geveau vaio`o a`ana. Oana e`una`una.
they.run race that.sg Oa he.first
‘They ran in the race.  Oa ran in first place.’

23. Auana ivaruanai eveau.
Aua second.in he.run
Aua ran in second place.

24. Nana ivakoinai aveau.
I third.in I.run
‘I ran in third place.’

3.4.4 Translation Issues for Numerals and Number Marking
We will try to use our tradinal numbers up to 100 or more in translation. If there is confusion, then we may 
have to use English numbers.

3.5 Demonstratives and Articles
In English, an indefinite article tells us that an item is one of a set of things (for example, a car). A definite 
article tells us that we are supposed to know which member of the set it is (the car) or that it is the only 
one of its kind (the sun). Many PNG languages do not have articles, but some do.

A demonstrative (often called a “pointing” word) points you towards the place where the people or things 
are. They might be near the person speaking (for example this dog), or somewhere away from the person 
who is speaking (for example that man), or in some other direction or place.

3.5.1 Articles

Agona ka a`aniani a`ananai revona ekoa.
day.sg one 1sgSM.eat when cyclone.a 3sgSM.blow

 One day when I was eating a cyclone blew.

This is a possible example of an article but further investigating needs to be done.



3.5.2 Demonstratives

Gabadi English

i`a here

ei`inana this.one

ei`idada this.pl

ana there

ana`anana that.one

ana`adada that.pl

a`a that far

a`aenana that far.one

a`aedada that far.pl

The demonstrative can go before or after the noun it modifies.  If the demonstrative goes before the noun 
the stem is used, but if it follows the noun it needs to be in agreement in number with the noun it modifies.  

25. Bukana ei`inana veni`u
book.one this one give.me
'Give me this book.’

26. Bukada ei`idada veni`u
book.pl this.pl give.me

 ‘Give me these books.’

27. I`a bukana veni`u
 this book.one give.me
 'Give me this book.’

3.5.3 Translation Issues for Articles and Demonstratives
We will need to decide how close or far the object is in translation to determine which Gabadi 
demonstrative to use.

3.6 Basic Noun Phrase Structure
A noun phrase is a group of words that together describe a particular object, such as ‘those two big noisy 
dogs’ in English. Usually there is a common order for the different parts of speech in a noun phrase. The 
common order for Gabadi noun phrase is

possessive pronoun/ demonstrative    noun     colour    size    state 

The adjectives after the noun can almost be in any order.



3.6.1 Noun Phrase Examples
Here is an example of noun phrases in the usual order in our language:

28. boromana miro kome’a mava gubaguba siarau
a.pig dirty big long black wild

 a big black, dirty, long wild pig

29. Kauna kauaninana kome`a , aru`aru , idunana mava ,
man.sg body.his.sg big tall hair.his.sg long
N Poss Adj Adj Poss Adj

makanada kome`a , nisinada ido`ido , kainanada parara
eyes.his.pl big teeth.his.pl sharp ear.his.pl floppy
Poss Adj Poss Adj Poss Adj

a`anana gamuna sina`anana euasiava .
... load.sg heavy.it.sg he is carying it

N Adj V

A tall big body with floppy ears, big eyes, long hair, sharp teeth man is carrying a heavy load.

3.6.2 Translation Issues for Noun Phrases
Noun phrase structure is different from Englsh and the translation would have to be adjusted.

3.7 Possession

3.7.1 Direct (Inalienable)
Direct possession is when a possessed noun has part of the word itself telling you who it belongs to, usually 
as a possessive suffix. Direct possession is usually used for nouns which have to belong to someone, such as 
body parts and family members. These kind of nouns are said to be inalienable. Examples of direct 
possession are given in section 3.1.3. Inalienable possession is shown by a suffix agreeing with the person 
and number of the possessor.

Gabadi English

maka`una My eye

ima`una My hand

kadi`una My small brother

siedi`una My shirt

rageva`una My necklace



The kinds of words are direct possession and in our language they are used only for family members, body 
parts, and things we wear. But things we wear can also be spoken indirectly like in the bolded example 
from the following exercise> 3.7.2.

3.7.2 Indirect (Alienable)
Indirect possession is when you have one or more words that go with a possessed noun to show you who it 
belongs to.   Often indirect possession is used for alienable nouns, which do not have to belong to someone 
(like house  or  car). This kind of possession is shown by a possessive pronoun before the noun.

Gabadi English

e`u rumana my house

e`u asina my canoe

e`u robana my garden

e`u siedina my shirt

e`u boromana my pig

3.7.3 Translation Issues for Possession
English does not have these kinds of possession so we will have to watch to use the right possessive 
markers.

4 POSTPOSITIONS
 

4.1 Examples
There is one main postposition in Gabadi:

-nai/-dai at, in, from, with, by

The suffix “-nai” can be used as an instrumental postpositional suffix, but it is not used as for 
accompaniment. The form –nai is used for singular objects and –dai is used for plural objects.

30. Vanuanai emai.
village.from he.came
‘He came from the village.’

31. Boromana  ka dibanai edibaia.
pig.sg       one spear.with he.speared
’He speared a pig with a spear.’



32. Uramena egana aidanana osida gepaura.
boy.one he.went mother.his both they.worked
‘A boy worked with his mother.’  (Accompaniment)

33. E`u rumanai ana`edo asinai agai aode
1sg house.at 1sg.went down canoe.by hoped.on 1sgSM.paddle

agana e`ukauna ena rumana .
1sgSM.went my.friend.one 3sg. house.one
‘I went down from my house and hopped on the canoe and paddled to my friend’s house.’

The suffix -nai  can also be added to some locative nouns.  These can mean things like:’ underneath, beside, 
or around.'

34. Rau pairana kanana babenanai.
leaf red one bilum.one under.at
The other red leaf is under the string bag

35. Rauda mauridada rua kanana arunanai.
leaves fresh.pl two bilum.one top.at
Two fresh leaves are on top of the string bag.

36. Rau mara`ina maurinana kanana kenekenenanai.
leaf small.one fresh.one bilum.one side.at

 The small fresh leaf is beside the string bag.

37. kanana a’ana auda raudada sinavadadai e’enova
bilum.sg .. plant.pl leaf-pl middle.pl.inPL 3sgSM.lie
The bilum is lying in the middle of the leaves.

4.2 Translation Issues for (Prepositions / Postpositions)
When translating we would make sure we remember that English use prepositions and Gabadi use 
postpositions which is nai as a suffix to destination, source, locative nouns, instrument,etc

5 VERBS
Category of verbs
1, Action verbs (practical.)= play, walk, run, 

2, Saying verbs (verble: .)= tell, shout, crying, etc.

3, Thinking verbs (imagination)= believe, doubt, remember, etc. 

4, Helping verbs ()= can, must, have, will, shall, etc

Below is an example of a sentence In Gabadi language showing each verbs from the above category. Verbs are 
bolded

38. Veida ve`ago eka eganava
water.pl 3sg.fetch 3sg.to 3sg.went.Pr
He went to fetch water.



39. Vovai`onau diba.
3sg.wait can
You can wait.

Tests (the concept of it)
(1) Preceded by ‘to’ before the verb

eg: To run, watch, fetch, play, etc. 

These are action verbs (practical actions).

40. Ena urana veida ve`ago vaka.

3sg.sg want.sg water.pl Fut.3sg.fetch 3sg.to

 He wanted to fetch water.

(2) Subject Markers  These are usually attached to the verb as a prefix or suffix morpheme. Usually the Subject 
morphemes are attached to the verb stem are mainly Subject markers prefix& Objects markers suffix. 

41. Veida ve`ago eka eganava.

water.pl 3sg.fetch 3sg.to 3sg.went.Pr

He went to fetch water. 

(3) Past tense (It is almost similar to realis in PNG languages.)

42. Egana evei`agova

3sg.go.past 3sg.water fetch.Pr

 He went fetching water.

(4) Verbs can take ‘ing.’ (this ‘ing’ also apply to some PNG languages too. It is usually with the present tense or 
realis.)

43. Evei`agova.
3sg.water fetch.Pr.

 He is fetching water.

In Gabadi the verbs have the prefix and suffix for subject and object markers, or recipient marker, 



5.1 Person and Number Marking

5.1.1 Subject Marking
Gabadi language has markers on the verb to show who or what the subject is. The following table shows 
the subject markers in our language:

Subject markers are in bold before the verb as its prefix in our language.

Subject marker Example of a verb with 
subject marker

English / Tok Pisin 
translation

singular 1st person a- adibaia I speared it

2nd person o- odibai`u You speared  me

3rd person e- edibai`u He speared me

plural 1st person 
inclusive

ka- kadibaia We speared it.

1st person 
exclusive

I- idibaia We speared it.

2nd person u- udibaia You speared it.

3rd person ge- gedibaia They speared it.

When the subject is plural, we write the plural subject marker on the verb. This applies to all the verbs you 
may mention.

5.1.2 Object Marking
TheGabadi language also has markers on the verb to show who or what the object is. The following table 
shows the object markers in our language:

Object markers are bolded after the verb as a suffix in our language.

Object marker Example of a verb with 
object marker

English / Tok Pisin 
translation

singular 1st person -`u odibai`u You speared me

2nd person -`o adibai`o I speared you

3rd person -a gedibaia They speared him

plural 1st person 
inclusive

-ga edibaiga He speared us.

1st person 
exclusive

-mai idibaimai We spearerd us.

2nd person -mui idibaimui We speared you.

3rd person -da adibaida I speared them.



We have the object markers after the verb as a suffix to show who the object is.

5.1.3 Recipient Marking
The Gabadi language has markers on the verb to show who or what the recipient is, for verbs where 
something is given to someone. The forms are the same as the Object markers.  The following table show 
the recipient markers in the Gabadi language:

The table below show the bolded suffix from the verb to show who the recipient is.

recipient 
marker

Example of a verb with 
recipient marker

English / Tok Pisin 
translation

singular 1st person -`u eveni`u He gave the book to me

2nd person -`o eveni`o He gave the book to 
you.

3rd person -a evenia He gave the book to 
him.

plural 1st person 
inclusive

-ga eveniga He gave the book to us

1st person 
exclusive

-mai evenimai He gave the book to us

2nd person -mui evenimui He gave the book to you

3rd person -da evenida He gave the book to 
them

5.1.4 Benefactive Marking
Some languages have markers on the verb to show who or what the beneficiary is, when somebody does 
something for someone else. These are called benefactive markers.  Gabadi doesn`t have benefactive 
markers.

For the benefaciary markers, we don`t have the marker on the verb. It only mentions the subject markers 
as the prefix in the verb and object markers or recipient as the suffix in the verb. But the person who 
benefit is usually mentioned in the sentence right after the subject. (subject, beneficiary, object, and verb 
or subject, object, beneficiary, verb)

44. Kauna nakunana ena dibada evavaida.
man.sg son.sg.his his spears 3sgSM.make 3plOM
A man made spears for his son.

45. Kauna dibada nakunana ena evavaida.
man.sg spears son.sg.poss his 3sgSM.make 3plOM
A man made spears for his son.



5.1.5 Translation Issues for Subject, Object, Recipient and Benefactive Markers
When translating I must not confuse with the subject markers, object markers, recipient markers, with the 
benefaciary that does not have the marker on the verb.

5.2 Tense

5.2.1 Examples

Tense Gabadi English

Past egana He/ She went

gevaiaku They fought

a`aniani I ate

Future vegana He/ She will go

edagana They will go

va`aniani I will eat

Present eganava He/ She is going

gevaiakuva They are fighting

a`anianiva I am eating

The 3rd person plural and 1st person inclusive forms do not follow the pattern of v- as a prefix for future 
tense. eg: edagana – 'they will go' and isagana – 'we inclusive will go'.

The past tense does not have any marker. The present tense marked with the suffix -va.

PAST

46. Vabuganai a`aniani.
night.at 1sgSM.eat

 I ate at night.

47. Kadi`una esia gevaiaku a`ananai imanana
my small brother.one 3sgSM.say 3plSM.fight that.from hand3sgposs
geukuna.
3plSM.cut.one
My small brother said when they fought, they cut his hand.

48. Agona ka a`aniani a`ananai revona ekoa.
day.sg a 1sgSM.eat when cyclone.a 3sgSM.blow

 One day when I ate, a cyclone blew.



FUTURE

49. Gevaono`u a`ana vegana goarena.
they.told.me that.one Fut.3sg.go bush.one

 They told me is that he will be going to the bush.

50. Kadi`una esia edavaiaku a`ana da veveau.
my small brother.one he.said 3pl.Fut.fight that.one not he.run
My small brother said if they will fight he will not run.

51. Vabuganai va`aniani. 
night.at Fut.1sgSM.eat

 I will eat at night.

PRESENT

52. Gevaonoa ounanai eganava goarena.
3plSM.tell.3sgOM that is why 3sgSM.go.Pr bush.one

 They told him that is why he is going to the bush.

53. Kadi`una esiava gevaiakuva.
my small brother.one 3sgSM.say.Pr 3plSM.fight.Pr

 My small brother is saying they are fighting.

54. Onina omaiva ko a`anianiva ounanai
You 2.sgSM.come.Pr but 1sgSM.eat.Pr that is why
oma`onauri`u.
2Sg.IRR.wait.1sg
You are coming but I am eating, that is why you wait for me.

5.2.2 Translation Issues Related to Tense
The interactions between tense and realis/irrealis.

5.3 Aspect
Aspect has to do with the timing of an action or event itself, for example if it is continuing, completed, 
repeated, and so on.



5.3.1 Continuous
Continuous aspect (               ) describes an action or event that is viewed as carrying on at some point in 
time. For example, in Tok Pisin, mi ritim buk i stap or mi wok long ritim buk.  We do not have a marker on 
the verb but only the adverb, reava 'still' in front of the verb that states the person is still in the continuous 
action.

Gabadi English

Aveau reava I am still running

A`aniani reava I am still eating

Aguru reava I am still washing

5.3.2 Habitual
Habitual aspect (              ) describes an action or event that happens several times, whether in the past or 
the present. For example, in Tok Pisin, em i save ritim buk, or in English ‘he used to read books’ or ‘he often 
reads books’. We do not have a marker on the verb but only the adverb, ro`ava 'always' in front of the verb 
that states the person is doing something that is his habit.

Gabadii English

erari ro`ava He used to sing

eaogaga`a ro`ava He used to get angry

eaurako ro`ava He used to imitate

5.3.3 Completed
Completed aspect (                 ) describes an action or event that is viewed as having finished. For example, 
in Tok Pisin, em i ritim buk pinis, or in English ‘he read a book’. We do not have a marker on the verb but 
only the adverb, but only the adverb, noku 'finish'in front of the verb that states the person has stopped 
the action.

Gabadi English

Iveau noku We finished running

geani noku They finished eating

epaura noku He finished working

5.3.4 Translation Issues Related to Aspect
When in the translation process, make sure I consider the aspects from the English language and my 
language too.



5.4 Realis and Irrealis
PNG languages often have a difference between realis and irrealis mode. Realis refers to the more real and 
certain events, while irrealis refers to possible or doubtful events.

Realis or 
past tense in 
Gabadi

English Irrealis or fu-
ture tense in 
Gabadi

Englilsh Irrealis com-
mands in 
Tokples

Englilsh Irrealis motiva-
tion in Tokples

Englilsh

Singular
- 1st per-
son

amiado I sat 
down

vamiado I will 
sit 
down

amamiado I should 
sit 
down

amamiadobe I need to 
sit down

2nd per-
son

omiado You sat 
down

vomiado You 
will sit 
down

omamiado You 
should 
sit 
down

omamiadobe You need 
to sit 
down

3rd per-
son

emiado They 
sat 
down

vemiado He/ 
She 
will sit 
down

emamiado He/ She 
should 
sit 
down.

emamiadobe he/ she 
needs to 
sit down

Plural- 
1stper-
son in-
clusive            

kamiado We sat 
down

isamiado We 
(inc) 
will sit 
down

kamamiado We 
should 
sit 
down

kamiadobe We need 
to sit 
down

1st per-
son ex-
clusive

Imiado We sat 
down

vimiado We 
will sit 
down

imamiado We 
should 
sit 
down

imiadobe We need 
to sit 
down

2nd per-
son

umiado You sat 
down

vumiado You 
will sit 
down

umamiado You 
should 
sit 
down

umiadobe You need 
to sit 
down

3rd per-
son

gemiado They 
sat 
down

edamiado They 
will sit 
down

gemamiado They 
should 
sit 
down

gemiadobe They 
need to 
sit down

 The 3rd person plural and 1st person inclusive forms do not follow the pattern of v- as a prefix for future 
tense. eg: edagana – 'they will go' and isagana – 'we inclusive will go'.



5.4.1 Examples

Irrealis:

55. Vabuganai va`aniani.
night.at IRR.1sgSM.will eat

 I will eat at night.

Realis:

56. ko a`aniani.
but 1sgSM.eat
But I ate.

5.4.2 Translation Issues for Realis and Irrealis
When translating we would be more carefull with tenses and realis and Irrealis, aspects.

5.5 Serial Verbs
Serial verbs mean two or more verbs that go together and that show closely related actions. Often both (or 
all) the verbs keep at least some of their basic meaning. The whole group of verbs acts as one unit and 
often the verbs in the group all have the same subject (and object). For example, the meaning of the 
English verb bring is expressed in many PNG languages with a serial verb meaning ‘(go) get come’. At this 
time we have not found any clear examples of serial verbs.

6 CLAUSES

6.1 Transitive clauses
Transitive clauses include a subject, a verb and an object.

6.1.1 Examples
Our usual word order for a transitive clause is SOV.  There are no special markers on the subject or the 
object.  However, the verb has a prefix that marks subject agreement and a suffix that agrees in number 
with the object.  The subject prefix must always be on the verb and if there is an object in the clause there 
must be an agreement suffix on the verb.  In a sentence with a pronoun subject it is possible to omit the 
subject and rely upon the prefix subject marker on the verb.  

Here are some examples:

57. Iana rumana evavaia .
he house.one 3sgSM.build.3sgOM
He built a house.

58. Nana boromana adibaia.
I pig.one 1gSM.spear 3sgOM
I speared a pig.

59. Boromana adibaia.
pig.one 1SMsg.spear 3sgOMit
I speared a pig.e



The last two examples show that the free subject pronoun can be omitted in a clause with no change of 
meaning.

6.1.2 Translation Issues for Transitive Clauses
The things to be considered when translating transitive clauses is to recognize what is the subject, object, 
and verb in the source text and be able to use them in the correct way in our language.  

6.2 Intransitive clauses
Intransitive clauses contain a verb that usually cannot take an object. For example, he walked, he laughed, 
he jumped in English.

6.2.1 Examples
The intransitive verbs do not have object agreement markers.  Therefore, if a verb has no object 
agreement suffix then that is a clue that the verb is intransitive.  It is possible in an intransitive clause to 
have a verb be the complete clause.  This is because the subject marker prefix on the verb is the subject 
for the clause.  Here are some examples of intransitive clauses:

60. Nana arogae.
I 1sgSM.jump
I jumped.

61. Arogae.
1sg.jump
I jumped.

It is best to have the location in verbs of movement.  Even though you can respond to a question with an 
answer similar to “He went” it would sound better to say where he went.  Here are some examples of 
intransitive clauses with verbs of movement:

62. Nana agana robana.
I 1sgSM.went garden.one
I went to the garden.

There is no difference in the structure of the clause between voluntary and involuntary actions.   A 
voluntary action example is shown above in “a boy jumped” and can be compared with the following 
example.

63. Uramena enodi.
boy.one he.cough
The boy coughed.

Nor is there a difference in structure for verbs for process.  All of the intransitive verbs follow the same 
structure.

64. Urauramena ekubu.
child.one he.grew
The child grew.

65. Ko`oko`oda gemairo`o.
bananas they.ripen
Bananas ripen.



6.2.2 Translation Issues for Intransitive Clauses
It will be important to make sure we know what the subject and the verb are in the clauses we are 
translating from and to.  

6.3 Di-transitive clauses
Clauses that have both an object and a recipient are called di-transitive. An English example is: I gave the 
book to him.

6.3.1 Examples
This is our usual order for sentences that have recipients:

Subject, Object, Recipient, and Verb

The suffix on the verb which marks agreement with the object agrees with the recipient rather than the 
object when both are present in the clause.  There are no special markers on the recipient or object, but 
their order in the clause is always consistent.  Here are some examples of sentences that include recipients:

66. Johnina bukana ka Pitana evenia.
John book.one a Peter 3sgSM.give.3sgOM

 John gave a book to Peter.

67. Johnina bukada vaida Pitana evenia.
John book.pl some Peter 3sgSM.give.3sgOM
John gave some books to Peter.

68. Johnina bukana ka nakunada evenida.
John book.one a children he.gave.them
John gave a book to his children.

69. Johnina bukada vaida nakunada evenida.
John book.pl some child.pl 3sgSM.give.3plOM
John gave some books to his children.

6.3.2 Translation Issues for Di-transitive Clauses
In order to follow the specific patter for word order in a di-transitive recipient clause, it will be important to 
recognize what in the text is subject, object, recipient, and verb.  

6.4 Semantic roles

6.4.1 Agent
An agent deliberately makes an action or event happen. Eg. ‘Cain murdered his brother’

The agent does not receive any special marking.

70. kauna rumana evavaia
man.a house.one 3sgSM.make.3sgOM
A man built a house.

6.4.2 Force
A force makes an action happen but not deliberately. E.g. ‘the wind blew down Job’s house’

The force does not receive any special marking.



71. Abakana vanuana erunia.
flood.one village.one 3sgSM.destroy.3sgOM

 The flood wiped out the village.

6.4.3 Experiencer
An experiencer does not control what happens, and they are not changed by what happens. They feel what 
happens with their senses or emotions. E.g. ‘Samuel heard the sheep’, ‘Jonah felt angry’The experiencer 
does not receive any special marking.

72. Aida`una niuna evaira`asi a`anana eonora.
mother.1sgPS coconut.one 3sgSM.fall down the.one 3sgSM.hear.3sgOM

 My mother heard the coconut falling.

6.4.4 Possessor
A possessor is someone who has something. E.g. ‘Joseph has a coat’

The possessor is reflected by using the possessive pronoun or the possessive suffix. The possessive suffix is 
only used with family members, body parts and things you wear.  The possessive pronoun and possessive 
suffix are bolded in the example sentences below.

73. rumana a`aenana a`ana e`una.
house.one that.far.one is mine

 That house far away is mine.

6.4.5 Location
A location is where an action or event takes place. E.g. ‘Eli slept in his bed’, ‘She found the coin under the 
table’

The location is marked using the postpositional suffix -nai, which can be used to mean “to, in, at, from.”  
The suffix is bolded in the example sentence below.  

74. Iana veinai eguruva.
she river.in she.washing
She is washing in the river.

Some other location words are as follows: a`aenanai 'there', ei`inanai 'here', kaimurinai 'at the back', 
kaiaronai 'at the front', abuna ibounanai 'every where', earinai 'from the left', idibanai 'from the right', 
diaonanai 'from the east', gaeaonanai 'from the west', etc.

75.  Vaiaruna ei`inanai eveau egana a`aenanai ovekada gearasia.
Wallaby.sg here.from 3sg.run 3sg.go there.sg.from dog.pl 3pl.bite.it.
The wallaby ran from here and the dogs bite it there.

76. Kaiana kaimurinai eruia emai kaiaronai ekaura.
Knife.sg back.at 3sg.leave 3sg.come front.in 3sg.look for it
He left the knife at the back and came looking for it in the front

77. Agona gaeaonanai egae ro`ava mai diaonanai edio ro`ava.
Sun.sg east.from 3sg.rise used to and west.sg.to 3sg.go.down always
The Sun always rises up from the East and goes down to the West.



78. Stoana asiaonanai mai va`auna gogoaonanai.
Store.sg north.sg.at and school.sg south.sg.in
Store is from the north and the school is from the south.

79. Ko iagana vegana vanaivanai a`ana kauna nakunana Diravana
But now.sg he will go always that sg man.sg son.3sgPoss God.sg
earinanai emia.
right.side.3sgPoss.from 3sg.Seat
“But from now on the Son of Man will be seated at the right side of Almighty God." 

.4.6 Source / destination
A source is where something moves from, a destination is where something moves to. E.g. ‘Abraham 
travelled from Ur (source) to Haran (destination)’

The source takes the postpositional suffix “-nai,” but the destination does not.  This is shown in the example 
sentence below where the source, “my house,” has the suffix, but the destination, “my friend's house,” 
does not.  

80. E`u rumanai ana`edo asinai  agai     aode
my house.at 1sgSMwent down canoe.by hop.on   1sgSM.paddle

agana e`ukauna ena rumana .
1sgSM.went my.friend.one his house.sg
I went down from my house and hopped on the canoe and paddled to my friend’s house.

6.4.7 Instrument
An instrument is used by someone to make something happen. E.g. ‘Jael killed Sisera with a tent peg’ ‘Saul 
attacked David with a spear’

The instrument uses the postpositional suffix “-nai,” which means “with” or “by.”  The suffix is bolded in the 
example sentence below.

81. Boromana dibanai adibaia.
pig.one spear.with SM1sgi.spear.3sgOM
I spear a pig with the spear.

6.4.8 Accompaniment
An accompaniment is someone who does something with someone else. E.g. ‘Moses went to Pharaoh with 
his brother’

The accompaniment does not receive any special marking.  

82. Aua`una mai kadi`una osida gegana robana.
father.my and small brother.my.one both they.went garden.a
My father and my small brother went to the garden.

6.4.9 Recipient
A recipient receives something from someone else. E.g.  ‘The angel gave food to Elijah’

The recipient does not receive any special marking.



83. Aruana koeada vaida nana eveni`u .
Arua armband.pl some I he.give.me
Arua gave some armbands to me.

6.4.10 Beneficiary
A beneficiary is someone who benefits from an action done by someone else. E.g. ‘Dorcas made clothes for 
the children’

The beneficiary does not receive any special marking.

84. Aruana nakunada eda dibada evavaida.
Arua children.his.pl their spear.pl he.made.them
Arua made all his childrens spears.

6.4.11 Patient
A patient is someone or something an action happens to. E.g. ‘John ate a locust’

The patient does not receive any special marking.

85. Ukona rabiana eania.
Uko sago.one 3sgSM.eat.3sgOM
Uko ate sago.

6.4.12 Translation Issues for Semantic Roles
When translating into Tok Ples, we will think about the types of semantic roles that are used in the source 
text and will try to reflect that within the translation.  

6.5 Time

6.5.1 Words for Time
86. I`avaruna vegana marana vemai,

today.sg 1sg.go tommorow.sg 3sg,come
He is going now and comming tommorow.

87. Gabagabanai eganava raviravinai vemai
morning.in 3sg.go.Pst afternoon.in 3sg,come
He went in the morning and he will be comming in the afternoon.

88. Ravina egana i`avaruna emaiva .
Yesterday.sg 3sg.went today.sg 3sg,come
He went yesterday and comming tommorow.

89. Araninanai egana Marani vemai.
day before yesterday.sg.on 3sg.went day after tommorow 3sg,come

 He went on the day before yesterday and he is comming on the day after tomorrow

90. Uma`una`una aveanai vivasi.
2pl.shall.lead later.at 1Ex.come
You shall lead we will come later.



91. Ravina vuisaunanai egana i`avaruna emaiva.
Yesterday.sg year.sg.in 3sg.went today.sg 3sg.come.Pr

 She went last year and came today.

92. Araninanai            kamai        i`avaruna kamiav marana isagana .
day before yesterday.sg.on     1plinc.come   today.sg 1plinc.stay.pr tomorrow.sg 1Ex.go.sg

 We came on yesterday and we are staying today and we will be going tomorrow.

6.5.3 Translation Issues for Time
(write here anything you find difficult or need to remember when you are translating temporal expressions)

6.6 Manner
93. Geveau maisa`imaisa`i `ounanai gepira venida gaga

they.ran slowly that is why 3pl.yell Fut.3pl.pl very
 They ran slowly so they yelled at them very rudely.

94. Isa`isada aodadai emanini gaga eveau vanai a`ananai
mud.pl inside.pl.from 3sg.fast very 3sg.ran across there.sg.in

aenana eroena gaga .
leg.3sg.sg twist.sg very

 He ran very fast across the muds and twisted his leg very badly.

6.7 Negative Clauses and Negation
Negative clauses are those which include a meaning like no or not in English.

6.7.1 Examples
95. Edavaidavari eka da gevaidavari.

3pl.meet 3sg.want not 3pl.meet
He wanted them to meet but they did not met.

96. Da ma`useni da ko`oko`o ko rabiana .
not pumpkin not banana but sago.sg
Not the pumpkin nor the banana but sago.

6.7.2 Translation Issues for Negative Clauses
(Write here anything you find difficult or need to remember when you are translating negative clauses)

When translating we must think of the words 'not' and 'nor.' 

7 SENTENCES



7.1 Conjunctions

7.1.1 Examples
(List here some of your conjunctions, with an explanation in English of how they are used. Then give 
example sentences showing how each one is used.)

Tokples English

mai and

ema If/ unless

badinana because

ounanai that is why/ so

inoku and then/ and

a`ananai While/ from there/ when

7.1.2 Translation Issues Related to Conjunctions
(Write here anything you find difficult or need to remember when you are translating that is related to 
serial verbs)

7.2 Commands (Imperative Sentences)

7.2.1 Examples

Tokples English

Singular: 1st person amapaura I should work

2nd person omapaura You work

3rd person emapaura He/ She should work

Plural: 1st person inclusive kamapaura Let us work

1st person exclusive imapaura We should work

2nd person umapaura You should work

3rd person gemapaura They should work

The command forms use the prefix  -ma 'Irrealis' after the Subject marker.



7.2.2 Translation Issues Related to Commands
(Write here anything you find difficult or need to remember when you are translating commands)

7.3 Questions (Interrogative Sentences)

7.3.1 Yes-No Questions
 Here is our examples of Yes-No questions.

97. Ko`oko`oda eanidava e?
banana.pl 3sg.eat.pl.Pr question marker

 Did he eat the bananas?

98. Vomia e?
2sg.stay qm
Are you staying?

99. Vogana vo`eno ai?
2sg.go 2sg.sleep qm
You are going to sleep, aren`t you?

Refering to the question marker 'ai' is a marker that the speaker only want to hear that the answer is 'YES' 
from the listener. For the question marker 'e' is a marker that is either YES or NO answer.

7.3.2 WH Questions
When we want to find out more than just ‘yes’ or ‘no’, in English we ask questions using question words 
such as Who? What? Which? How many? When? Where? How? Why? (People sometimes call these WH 
questions because most of these English question words start with WH.)

below is our examples of question words of WH-questions.

100. Gava eani?
what things 3sg.eat
What did he eat?

101. Gai ko`oko`oda eaniva?
who banana.pl 3sg.eat.irr
Who ate the bananas?

102. Ko`oko`o gavada eanida?
banana what.pl 3sg.eat.pl

 Which bananas did he eat?

103. Ko`oko`oda aenai eaniva?
banana.pl where.from 3sg.eat.irr
Where did he eat the bananas?

104. Ko`oko`oda vida eani?
banana.pl how many 2sg.eat

 How many bananas did he eat?



105. Ko`oko`oda ae`adi ani eani?
banana.pl how eat 3sg.eat

 How did he eat the bananas?

106. Ko`oko`oda agogavai eani?
banana.pl day.which 3sg.eat
When did he eat the bananas?

107. Gava`ounai ko`oko`oda eani?
Why did banana.pl 3sg.eat
Why did he eat the bananas?

7.3.3 Translation Issues for Questions
(write here anything you find difficult  or need to remember when translating questions)

7.4 Reason, Result, Purpose

7.4.1 Reason and Result
Here are some sentences that show a reason and a result in our language. Usually, the reason comes 
before the result. We can also have result coming before the reason, using different conjunctions that are 
in bold in the following examples.

eg: `Ounanai 'that is why' & badinana 'because'

108. Diravana evaisi`u `ounanai ara`auva.
God 3sg.help.1sg that is why 1sg.happy

 Because God helped me, I am happy.

109. Ara`auva badinana Diravana evaisi`u.
1sg.happy because God 3sg.help.1sg
I am happy because God helped me

7.4.2 Purpose and Result
Here are some sentences that show a purpose and a result in our language. Usually, the purpose comes 
before the result. We can also have result comes before the purpose, using different conjunctions that are 
in bold in the following examples.

eg: `Ounanai 'that is why' & badinana 'because'

110. Vagana taonina `ounanai ano`a marauva.
1sg.go town.sg that is why 1sg.wake early.Rea
Because I wanted to go to town, I woke up early

111. Ano`a marauva badinana vagana taonina .
1sg.wake early.Pr because 1sg.go town.sg

 I woke up early because I wanted to go to town.

7.4.3 Translation Issues for Reason, Result and Purpose
When translating we have to consider the order of the Relationships between clauses and thire 
conjunctions like '`ounanai' & 'badinana' from the above examples.



8 BEYOND THE SENTENCE

8.1 Topic
Topic is what a sentence is about. The topic often comes as the first part in the sentence. Very often the 
subject of a sentence is also its topic, but not always. (For example, in English, in Those boys I had already 
seen, ‘those boys’ is topic and object, whereas ‘I’ is subject.) If the same topic continues in a number of 
sentences, the topic may not be there as a noun phrase, it may only show in the person markers on the 
verb.

8.1.1 Examples
112. Kadi`una esia gevaiaku a`ananai imanana geukuna

small brother.my.sg 1sg.said 3pl.fight there.sg.in hand.his.sg 3pl.cut.sg
My small brother said, they fought, there they cut his hand.

8.1.2 Translation Issues Related to Topic
(Write here anything you find difficult or need to remember when you are translating topics)

8.2 Focus
When some part of the sentence gets special stress, or emphasis, we call that focus. Something that is 
contrasted with something else is usually in focus, but contrasts are not the only things that get focused.

English does not use special markers for focus. In an ordinary English sentence, the last element is usually in 
focus. If we want to focus on some other element, we stress it more, say it more loudly. (In the example 
bold type is used for stress.) For example:

I didn’t see the accident. (Someone else did.)

I didn’t see the accident. (Although you think I did.)

I didn’t see the accident. (I only heard about it.)

I didn’t see the accident. (But I saw the cars afterwards.)

8.2.1 Examples
113. A`adada da nau a`anida .

those.pl.obj not me 1sg.eat
I did not eat them.

8.2.2 Translation Issues Related to Focus
(Write here anything you find difficult or need to remember when you are translating focus

9 Residue

1 The morpheme -va has been glossed as 'Present tense' but it may be continuous aspect.

2. The word ka has been glossed as 'one, a'.  It may be an article or some other marker, possibly a Focus 
marker as the noun it usually marks already has a marker for singular -na.  It also occurs as a connector 
between clauses and is marked with Subject markers. Geka, uka, ika,etc.

3. The morpheme -ma is probably 'Irrealis' used in commands, conditionals but not in future verbs.

4. The interactions between conjunctions and demonstratives.



5. The morpheme -i may be a transitivizer which makes an Intransitive into a transitive verb.

6. A construction occurs with two verbs with the first verb ending with -nai postposition, normally a noun 
phrase marker.  Examples as follows:

1 Eno`unai eaniani.
sleep.1sgOM.from 3sgSM.ate

 While I was sleeping, he ate.

2 Aniani`unai aganagere`a.
eating.1sgOM.from 1sgSM.walked
While I was eating, I walked.

(write about any different forms of medial verbs – perhaps in a chart)

Gabadi English

Singular: 1st per-
son

eno`unai Sleeping.1sgOM.from

2nd person enomunai Sleeping.2sgOM.from

3rd person enonanai Sleeping.3sgOM.from

Plural: 1st person 
inclusive

anianiganai Eating.1pl inclOM.from

1st person ex-
clusive

anianimainai Eating.1pl exclOM.from

2nd person anianimuinai Eating.2plOM.from

3rd person anianidadai Eating.3plOM.from

Iesuna gera`auaina >> The word 'ai' is also used in the following tokples sentences.

Kanobo`ova ko ai naida vigana.>> The word 'ai' has temporary used 'question marker'and 'by''
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